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July 17, 2013 

 

 

1. Doctors warn of increased Valley fever risk during monsoon  
Valley doctors are urging residents to stay indoors if possible during a dust storm, as the region is a 
hot bed for Valley fever. 
  
2. Bruce: August issue of Rolling Stone has Boston Bomber on cover  
Rolling Stone has a history for edgy, controversial stories and covers. But the magazine may have 
gone too far this time. 
  
3. Chuck's List: Lost in all of it, Trayvon Martin's parents  
Trayvon Martin's parents land on the top of Chuck's List this week. "One's heart must go out to the 
parents of Trayvon Martin," says Chuck. 
  
4. Pat's Personal Portraits: Mayor Scott Smith 
Pat had a chance to sit down and talk to the Mayor of Mesa, Scott Smith, and discuss some of the 
changes that have occurred over the last decade and some that are underway.  
  
5. Man dies suddenly at teen party in Phoenix  
Police are investigating the death of a 35-year-old man at a teenage party in Phoenix. 
  
Read more top stories... 

 
Today's KTAR Daily Connect Rewards Code: ROLLING STONE 
The KTAR Rewards daily bonus code is worth 500 points. Sign up for your free account below. 
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Sign up to become a KTAR Rewards member! Earn Rewards Points and use 
them to enter raffles and contests for chances to win awesome prizes including 
concert tickets, gift cards, trip getaways and more. Click here to sign up 
today. It’s FREE!   

 

 
You are receiving this email because you signed up for the KTAR-FM daily headline newsletter. 
7740 N. 16th St. Suite 200 Phoenix, AZ 85020 
Click here to unsubscribe 
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